The evaluation of the reliability status of complex technical systems is of great importance for their uninterrupted operation at full capacity and with a preventive maintenance plan in place. Limited research on the subject indicates that there is need to improve models of reliability simulation. The goal of the paper is to outline an improved operational reliability model of a thermal power plant using the power plant block "TENT A" as an example. The model is based on the failure interaction of the system components and is based on probability theory -the Weibull distribution, the Monte Carlo simulation and the established mathematical models of failure interaction of components using new software solutions.
Introduction
To date, there is limited research on the evaluation of the reliability status of technical systems in which preventive maintenance is of paramount importance and the number of failures is small, and thus it is difficult to offer valid evaluations of reliability. What is even more difficult to find is the application of these models to thermal power plants where the principal focus is on evaluation by means of technical diagnostics. When we take into account the increasing demand for energy and that fossil fuel reserves are rapidly disappearing, [1] it is even more necessary to raise the reliability of existing power plants to an even higher level. The goal of this paper is to offer concrete possibilities of modelling reliability of a block in a thermal power plant based on the failure interaction of the system components. Relying on the The database contains more than 2,000 operational statuses of the thermal power plant blocks. Since the databases are extensive, Table 1 presents only a portion of the failures occurred in "Block A" based on the classification of changes in the operational status. Even though the components of the system do not react directly, there is failure interaction in the components in the sense of changes in the reliability of one component after another component has failed. These changes occur for a number of reasons, such as each failure being able to reduce component life, or the maintenance crew increasing the level of reliability of the components which have not failed during the failure. The component whose failure initiates changes in the reliability of another component is known as the affecting component. The component whose reliability changes under the influence of the affecting component is referred to as the affected component.
The improved reliability model must be able to predict varying values which might effectively and more simply express the influence of the affecting component on the affected one, as well as all the individual cases of failure interaction. Three possible scenarios are included in the improved model of failure interaction of the components:
 the failure of the affecting component decreases the level of reliability of the affected component,  the failure of the affecting component increases the level of reliability of the affected component,  the failure of the affecting component does not alter the level of reliability of the affected component. From the aforementioned, we can conclude that system component failure can be monitored if it is temporary and gradual [2] . In order for a model to represent such exceptionally complex systems, artificial neural networks (ANN) can also be used to replace mathematical approximations [3] . However, a shortcoming of these models is the slow learning process, and so with the occurrence of new, already insufficient data on failures, we now need a new, long-term learning process, i.e. training artificial neural networks. By relying on the experiences of Webber and Jouffe [4] , Moazzami et al. [5] as well as papers Improving the Operational Reliability Model of the D. Kostić, D. Milošević, S. Stefanović, "Nikola Tesla-Block A" Thermal Power Plant System G. Jovanov, R. Cvejić by Applying an Integrated Maintenance Model [6] [7] [8] with modelling reliability, we opted for a model which will hereinafter be presented as an improvement to the Environmental And Social System Assessment (ESSA) model, which had previously been outlined in other papers [9, 10].
The improved model of system component interaction
The model which takes component interaction into consideration is based on a combined influence of components, which means that the failure of one component influences another component by altering the level of reliability and hazard by aging the component for a certain time interval.
The assumptions behind this model are:  the system operates continuously without interruption,  the system is maintained in a combined manner, that is, in a corrective manner following the failure of the system for the given component, and preventively during an overhaul,  each component of the system is replaced or fixed after failure, so that it again functions at the level of the highest reliability (100%),  the system is overhauled annually -a large periodic overhaul, after which it is in a state of the highest reliability (100%),  the model begins with the assumption that all of the components of the system could interact, which enables the prediction of certain interactions. A model with interactive system component failure will be presented in the following steps.
Deriving failure time and operational time from the database
For each component of the system it is necessary to determine the duration of its failure and the duration of its operational time. The time interval without failure should be separated based on the number of failure interactions of each of the remaining components so as to determine the influence of each one. For each failure-free interval, the affected components should be separated from the affecting components.
2.2 Square regression analysis of the mean time to failure (MTTF) for the affected component depending on the number of failure interactions of the affecting component Each component should be considered to be a potentially affecting component compared to other system components, and it should be determined whether there is any interaction between the components.
The analysis of the mean time to failure of an affected component for various numbers of failure interactions of a potentially affecting component clearly indicates the existence and nature of the interaction between the components included in the analysis. The result is a square equation which can be used for trending. The validity criterion of the regression analysis is the coefficient of determination (R 2 ). The number of combinations to be analyzed depends on the decomposition of the system, and every component needs to be considered to be a potentially affecting component in relation to all other components of the system. Therefore, it is necessary to create a software solution which will automatically resolve this problem (Fig. 4, Fig. 6 ). An example of the influence of a failure of an affecting component on the mean time to failure is graphically depicted in Fig. 2 . The equation is the following:
where:  y is the dependent variable (mean time to failure of the affected component),  x is the independent variable (number of failure interactions of the affecting component).
The polynomial coefficients a and b enable us to identify the influence of maintenance and interaction of components, if it exists.
Selection of cases in which there is failure interaction of the components
Following a regression analysis, it was determined in which of the individual cases there was failure interaction based on the number of degrees of freedom and values of the determinant coefficient. Since the number of degrees of freedom equals n -2, where n is the number of MTTF points for a certain number of failure interactions. The minimum accepted value was the degree of freedom 4 (6 points). A smaller number of points represents a linear dependence or inability of drawing conclusions on the dependence. The elimination leaves 43 cases for both blocks of the thermal power plant which meet the criteria and can be analyzed further.
The minimum value of the determinant coefficient accepted as the criterion is 0.9 ( 2 0,9 R  ). After elimination, a total of only 3 cases is listed in Table 2 . In order for this task to be performed, we must once again rely on a software solution due to a great number of expected calculations. A mathematical solution is complex, and thus an efficient means to numerically solve the problem of finding a suitable distribution, followed by a value of the parameters of distribution with satisfactory accuracy. These calculations should take into consideration only failures of the affected components which have no failure interaction from their affecting components in order to obtain a distribution. Determination of the parameters is an attempt made within the W3 distribution, and if it has no solution which satisfies the parameter of the position of distribution  , we obtain the value 0 and proceed with determining parameters of the W2 distribution. To solve this problem we can use a method for determining these parameters. The first step is thus the calculation of the parameter of the W3 distribution. The Weibull probability plotting paper is used [12] [13] [14] .
If a change in parameter  cannot lead to a linear value of the approximative function for  > 0, then the remaining procedure is reduced to determining parameters of the W2 distribution.
For example, component K4 of block A did not have any affecting components. Thus, it is necessary to align all failures, 231 in total, based on their size, and to form cumulative values of the time to failure. After that, further work is carried out in the coordinate system where the coordinates are represented with expressions (2) and (3) with the aim of using Weibull probability plotting paper to determine the existence, that is, the size of the parameters of the distribution of .
 
By changing the values of parameter  we are looking for a linear approximation of the function over the points in the coordinate system of the following form (4):
The values of the remaining two parameters are obtained with the following expressions (5):
This procedure was carried out using software (Fig. 4 , Table 5 ) and the values of the parameters were analytically determined so that a large number of cases could be solved in the shortest possible period of time. If by changing the parameter  we do not obtain a linear approximation of the function for  > 0, then further procedure is reduced to determining parameters with a W2 distribution.
By solving the equations (6) we obtained the values of parameter  and parameter .
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The procedure for solving these equations is numeric and for that purpose software solutions were created which allow us to quickly obtain results with a greater number of needed calculations.
The selection of cases where interaction between the components occurs or does not occur is based on criteria. Cases where there is an insufficient amount of data to draw any conclusions regarding the interaction, or where it is clear that there is no interaction (the number of degrees of freedom), are rejected.
The criteria for accepting the existence of interaction coefficients include the following:  the number of degrees of freedom of the approximation curve, which is determined by the number of points of various numbers of failure interactions (a minimum of 4 degrees of freedom or minimum 6 points),
 the value of the coefficient of determination ( 2 0,9 R  ).
The failure interaction cases for the components which meet the criteria of selection are given in Table 2 in Chapter 2.3 using expressions (2) to (6).
Designing an interaction matrix
The following matrix should be formed:
where: 1, 2 k k y -the least squares regression function, 1 k -the affected component, 2 k -the affecting component, m -the number of system components, and the following stands [9, 11]: (Table 3) .
Improving 
Changes in the values of the MTTF and in the relation to the number of failure interactions can be defined as [6, 8] :
As previously defined, the value of the time shift p  defines whether, after the failure interaction, the value of the reliability of the affected component will decrease or increase.
Changes take place in a sequential order even in the case of hazard, and so the model is combined since it includes changes of both hazard and reliability. Fig. 3 Changes in the affected component reliability after the first failure interaction of the affecting component [8] If the value of the MTTF is viewed as a point in time which divides the surface beneath the reliability curve into two equal parts, then we could conclude that the time shift p  by changing only the reliability after the failure interaction influences the overall value of the MTTF depending on the relationship between the value of reliability prior to the failure interaction   
Representation of changes in general numbers after the x-th failure interaction can take the following form:
By connecting equations (4) and (5) we obtain the final form of the required time shift of the affected component p  after a failure interaction x of the affecting component:
where: x -the ordinal number of the failure interaction of the affecting component, k 1 -the affected component, k 2 -the affecting component,
R t  -the reliability of the affected component prior to the occurrence of failure interaction [8] .
The following interaction matrix is formed
2.6 Parameter correction and the simulation of the operational reliability of the power plant block system
Once we have defined the mathematics for creating a model, it is necessary to provide a valid simulation. The number of failures in the simulation needs to represent the number of failures from the database. After that, it is necessary to create a simulation of the reliability of the entire system. This should be done in 3 steps:
− creating software for compiling the necessary data from the database, − correcting the parameters by means of a simulation (validation), − simulating the system operations.
The first step means that since there is a multitude of data, it is necessary to perform the procedures for data calculation on the overall operation of the system and the average operating time during the calendar year, as well as the overall and average number of failures of each sub-system. It is possible to present the most important data which refer to the values of working time -the operating time of the system and NofF -the number of system failures (components). These data are shown in Table 4 . Once the necessary data were obtained, the second step was the correction of parameters W3 or W2 of the distribution. The initial parameters refer to continuous variables and the transfer to discrete variables is necessary for the simulation of the operating system. It is certain that the number of time points of the calculation influences the values of the corrected parameters of distribution, so it will be necessary for them to be identical for the duration of both simulations, that is, for the duration of parameter correction and reliability simulation of the system. The algorithm for parameter correction is presented in Figure 4 , with abbreviations listed below. Model   Fig. 4 System parameter correction algorithm with failure interaction of the components [8] Once the correction of the parameters was completed, the values presented in Table 5 were obtained. The third and last step in this model is the simulation of the reliability of the entire system. In order for the obtained parameters for each component to reflect the real probability of failure, the time points of the calculation of reliability in the simulation of the operation of the system must be the same as in the previous algorithm. The simulation is presented by the algorithm given in Figure 6 , with the following abbreviations: The complete system reliability simulation is shown in Fig. 5 . The results of the reliability model which was applied to the blocks of the thermal power plant Tent A emerged, as in the previous model, from the iterative repetition of the simulation of the blocks allowing us to obtain a broader picture of the reliability of the power plant. The model also enables us to track isolated cases for analyzing closer preventive activities regarding certain components of the system in a certain percentage by changing the D. Kostić, D. Milošević, S. Stefanović, Improving the Operational Reliability Model of the G. Jovanov, R. Cvejić "Nikola Tesla-Block A" Thermal Power Plant System by Applying an Integrated Maintenance Model parameters in the interaction matrix, which would be a result in possible preventive maintenance activities.
The first results of the simulation refer to the iterations of the simulation of reliability of the entire power plant, and thus provide average values of reliability of entire blocks of the power plant and its components. The graph presenting changes in the reliability of the components of the block systems of the power plant for a period of one year as an average of 100 iterations is shown in Figure 7 . Furthermore, the regression functions for each component are also given. By increasing the effects of preventive maintenance activities by 50% each, that is, by increasing the parameters which influence the time shift, i.e., the rejuvenation or aging of the affected components of the system, we might achieve a clearer image of the effects of preventive maintenance activities. The simulation needs to be carried out in iterations of 100.
After each individual series of simulations, we can obtain data on the changes in the reliability of the entire system or relative differences which occur over time. Since we are dealing with a potentially negative influence of the affecting component on the affected component, then it can be said that it is possible to quantify the influences by means of a regression function or cumulative functions of reliability, along with relative differences in reliability. However, the data on the number of failures still remains valid even though in certain situations it may be too few pieces of information to explain the occurrences. After a series of simulations, we obtained the following data on average failures of the system components, as presented in Table 6 . 
CONCLUSION
The available data can indicate the direction of preventive activities during the failure interaction, which might lead to the smallest possible number of failures in the power plant in Because of the influence of component K8, it is important to show the decrease in the average number of failures in the entire system, as well as its influence both on component K5 and component K12 for a comparison and possible allocation of resources for preventive maintenance activities to where the greatest effects on the reliability of the system can be achieved. The comparison is shown in Fig. 9 . What is important is that the simulation yielded similar values of the influence precisely in terms of the increase in the interaction of both components with K8 with a value of 50%, which was taken as an indicator of future operation. However, it turned out that the differences in the decrease in the number of failures is very large. This is clearly indicated by the regression function, and precisely this function could be an excellent indicator for what should be planned for the case of failure of component K8 and also for how to allocate resources for undertaking the best preventive maintenance activities. The model enables us to carry out such series of simulations for each of the cases of component interaction. 
